### SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

#### BRONZE US$2,500
- Logo (and organization’s web link) on conference website and logo included in program and proceedings as bronze sponsor
- Verbal Recognition in opening session and gala dinner as bronze sponsor

#### SILVER US$5,000
All of the Bronze benefits, plus:
- Distribution of materials in conference packets

#### GOLD US$10,000
All of the Silver benefits, plus:
- Logo on banner in main auditorium throughout conference with recognition as gold sponsor
- Recognized in program, proceedings, and a sign at the appropriate event as gold sponsor and sponsor of one of the following:
  - Day 1 or Day 2 beverage breaks
  - Proceeding disc of conference proceedings
  - A symposium (including a speaker, if desired)

#### PLATINUM US$15,000
All of the Gold benefits, plus:
- A session tailored to your organization’s research and/or education mission plus one of the following:
  - Sponsor of Gala Dinner
  - Sponsor Day 1 or Day 2 Lunch

### CONGRESS VENUE
University of Sydney Business School
Sydney, Australia

### World Congress Sponsors Include:
- ACCA
- KPMG
- CPA Australia
- IBDO
- ICAEW
- University of Sydney
- ICAS
- Chartered Accountants
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**Logo (and organization’s web link) on conference website and logo included in program and proceedings as bronze sponsor**

**Verbal Recognition in opening session and gala dinner as bronze sponsor**

**Logo on banner in main auditorium throughout conference with recognition as gold sponsor**

**Recognized in program, proceedings, and a sign at the appropriate event as gold sponsor and sponsor of one of the following:**
- Day 1 or Day 2 beverage breaks
- Proceeding disc of conference proceedings
- A symposium (including a speaker, if desired)

**A session tailored to your organization’s research and/or education mission plus one of the following:**
- Sponsor of Gala Dinner
- Sponsor Day 1 or Day 2 Lunch